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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE LAUNCHES INDUSTRY CHANGING
PRODUCTS AT 35TH ANNUAL GOVERNMENT CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
SYMPOSIUM (NCMA CONFERENCE)
CMBI and FAR Collaborator Software Products Showcased

C MBI
The Contract Management Business Intelligence Software

Pittsburgh, PA, December 20, 2016 – Contract Management as a Service (CMaaS) debuted it’s proprietary Contract
Management Business Intelligence (CMBI Software©) and FAR Collaborator© service which provides unparalleled
contract management (CM) business intelligence to today’s business organizations. CMBI Software© and FAR
Collaborator© are focused on reducing the total cost of ownership through (CM) organizational performance excellence.
CMaaS introduced both products at the 35th Annual Government Contract Management Symposium sponsored by
NCMA on December 12th in Washington D.C. CMaaS generated true excitement from attendees not only in the
commercial/defense contracting space, but also contracting officers within various federal and state agencies.
Our CMBI Software© and FAR Collaborator© is revolutionizing the future of contract management
for both commercial and government contractors who need a comprehensive “dashboard at a
glance”, end-to-end contract management solution through the use of our proprietary CMBI
Software© and focuses on CM at a holistic level (CM and PM) allowing a total company view of
contract performance. Our FAR Collaborator© not only summarizes FAR obligations in simple terms,
but allows users to identify detailed FAR requirements by contract type, including subcontractors
flow-down requirements and complies with CPSR requirements. – Doug Hoover, Sales Director CMaaS
In addition to CMBI Software© and FAR Collaborator©, CMaaS also offers a business model that leverages experienced
contract administrators that companies can utilize to reduce the total cost of contract management by eradicating profit
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leakage and increasing profit margins, allowing their contract managers to focus more on business needs and less time
of routine contract administration functions.
For more information about CMaaS, CMBI Software© and FAR Collaborator©, please visit
www.contractmanagementasaservice.com. Demonstrations of the software can be provided via an on-line web
conference.

CMaaS is a privately held company based in Pittsburgh, PA. CMBI Software and FAR Collaborator are Copyrighted, 2016.
###
If you would like more information about CMaaS, CMBI Software or FAR Collaborator, please contact Doug Hoover at
703.216.2980 or email at doughoover@contractmanagementasaservice.com .
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